Optimized DNA preparation from mycobacteria.
Extraction of genomic DNA from mycobacteria requires special consideration because (i) many mycobacterial species exhibit extremely slow growth, and thus produce only small amounts of starting material, and (ii) a robust and waxy cell wall renders mycobacteria difficult to lyse. Hence, mycobacterial DNA extraction often results in low DNA yields of unsuitable quality. Published protocols for mycobacterial DNA preparations and commercially available extraction kits are mainly designed for the isolation of small amounts of genomic material suitable for polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based applications like species identification. However, such DNA quantities and qualities are usually not sufficient for contemporary genomic analyses such as whole genome sequence analysis, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection, or DNA microarrays, or for investigations of bacterial evolution, virulence, or epidemiology on a world-wide population level. Moreover, most protocols that achieve a high standard in DNA recovery typically employ large reaction volumes and thus require milliliter-scale plasticware and centrifugal equipment as well as large amounts of chemicals, all of which are costly both in purchase and disposal. The DNA extraction method described here was established to address the challenges that result from the slow growth and distinct cell wall composition of mycobacteria, and to greatly enhance both yield and purity of mycobacterial DNA preparations in a small extraction volume. Designed to be performed using 1.5-mL reaction tubes and the corresponding equipment, the method is economical and practical, and reliably yields large amounts of pure genomic DNA--increases of at least 10-fold as compared to earlier protocols.